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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the lactate response to two Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (BJJ) matches and to 
determine whether there is a correlation in the lactate responses across both matches. Twenty-one BJJ black belt 
athletes performed two 8-min matches separated by 48 hrs. To assess lactate responses, blood samples were 
obtained at rest, post warm-up, and after the BJJ matches (1 min, 5 min, and 10 min  post-match). There was a 
statistically significant increase in blood lactate concentrations after both matches compared to the pre-values  
(Match  1: Pre-value, 0.9 ± 0.2 mmol·L-1; Peak-value, 10.1 ± 1.7 mmol·L-1, and Match 2: Pre-value, 0.9 ± 0.1 
mmol·L-1; Peak-value, 9.6 ± 0.9 mmol·L-1) (P<0.05). No significant difference in blood lactate concentration was 
detected for the same moments after both matches. There were weak but significant correlations in blood lactate 
responses at 1 min (r = 0.47), 5 min (r = 0.44), and 10 min (r = 0.47) post-match for both matches (P<0.05). High 
peak blood lactate concentrations of similar  magnitude  were  detected after both BJJ matches that indicates a 
strong energy contribution from glycolytic metabolism. Also, the lactate responses to each match were correlated, 
which suggests similar individual responses across successive matches of equal duration. Still, the metabolic and 
physiological responses to matches may vary in actual competition due to the unpredictability of combat sports 
and differences in match durations.
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ABSTRACT 
 Abad CC, McAnulty SR, Barros MP, Almeida AL, Santos-Junior RB, Smolarek AC, Mascarenhas LP, Souza-Junior 
TP. Lactate Response to Brazillian Jiu-Jitsu Matches Across 
Time. JEPonline 2016;19(4):12-20. The purpose of this study 
was to investigate the lactate response to two Brazilian Jiu-
Jitsu (BJJ) matches and to determine whether there is a 
correlation in the lactate responses across both matches. 
Twenty-one BJJ black belt athletes performed two 8-min 
matches separated by 48 hrs. To assess lactate responses, 
blood samples were obtained at rest, post warm-up, and after 
the BJJ matches (1 min, 5 min, and 10 min post-match). 
There was a statistically significant increase in blood lactate 
concentrations after both matches compared to the pre-
values (Match 1: Pre-value, 0.9 ± 0.2 mmol·L-1; Peak-value, 
10.1 ± 1.7 mmol·L-1, and Match 2: Pre-value, 0.9 ± 0.1 
mmol·L-1; Peak-value, 9.6 ± 0.9 mmol·L-1) (P<0.05). No 
significant difference in blood lactate concentration wasdetected for the same moments after both matches.  There
were weak but significant correlations in blood lactate 



 
responses at 1 min (r = 0.47), 5 min (r = 0.44), and 10 min (r = 0.47) post-match for both 
matches (P<0.05). High peak blood lactate concentrations of similar magnitude were 
detected after both BJJ matches that indicates a strong energy contribution from glycolytic 
metabolism. Also, the lactate responses to each match were correlated, which suggests 
similar individual responses across successive matches of equal duration. Still, the metabolic 
and physiological responses to matches may vary in actual competition due to the 
unpredictability of combat sports and differences in match durations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (BJJ) is a popular martial art that emphasizes ground grappling derivedfrom Japanese jujutsu. The match duration in official championships for adults graded as
brown and black belts is 8 min and 10 min, respectively. The main goal is the submission of 
the opponent through the application of a stranglehold or joint locks. BJJ is classified as a 
grappling combat sport that is characterized by high and low intensity-intermittent-efforts (1-
4). The points are scored by means of specific BJJ actions, such as “take downs”, “passing 
the guard”, “knee on the belly”, “mount”, “back control”, and “sweep” (12,15). However, the 
matches can be decided not only by points, but also "submission", "disqualification", and/or 
"unconsciousness", before the end of the match. 
Despite the growing popularity of this sport on a world stage, there is still little information 
available regarding the physiological effects of BJJ matches. Moreira et al. (18) compared the 
salivary cortisol and IgA responses to official and training matches. These authors reported 
that official matches induce greater responses in cortisol, as compared to training matches, 
thereby suggesting greater psychological and physiological strain. However, there is little 
direct information regarding the physiological demands of a BJJ match.  
The analysis of blood lactate concentration has been used as a marker of exercise intensity 
in different types of martial arts (7,9,16,21). Recently, da Silva et al. (7) compared blood 
lactate response of two BJJ groups with different graduation levels and training experience 
after three simulated matches. Their findings showed no statistically significant differences 
(P>0.05) in blood lactate responses when comparing the advanced and non-advanced 
groups at rest, Pre, and Post. Compared to rest, blood lactate increased significantly 
(P<0.05) in both groups at 1 min and 15 min after the simulated matches. Also, lactate 
decreased significantly (P<0.05) at 15 min Post in both groups (after simulated matches) 
compared to 1 min. Blood lactate concentrations increase with a greater reliance on 
glycogenolysis and the glycolytic pathway for energy metabolism, especially when performing 
physical exercise at very high intensities and with little or no recovery periods. Considering 
the physical demands of BJJ, it is reasonable to conclude that glycolysis is an important 
energy source.  
 Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to investigate the lactate response to two 
BJJ matches and assess the reproducibility of these responses across both matches. A 



 
greater understanding of the physiological responses to BJJ training and competition is 
relevant for the prescription and periodization of training loads to improve performance.  
METHODS 
Subjects 
Twenty-one male BJJ athletes (27.8 ± 8.0 yrs; 166 ± 3.9 cm; 74.1 ± 18.3 kg; IMC = 24.1 ± 
5.8; %G = 14.5 ± 5.2; Lean Body Mass = 62.7 ± 15.1 kg; Fat Mass = 11.6 ± 4.8 kg) wererecruited for the present study. All athletes were classified as black belt level and affiliated
with the Jiu-Jitsu Federation of São Paulo, Brazil. The subjects took part at least in 1 national 
or international championship 6 months prior to the study. In general, the athletes trained 3 to 
4 d·wk-1 totaling approximately 6 to 10 hrs·wk-1. All procedures were approved by the local 
ethics committee. Each athlete provided written informed consent, and this study was 
performed in accordance with international ethical standards. 
 Body Composition Assessments 
Body composition and anthropometric assessments consisted of body mass (Filizola scales 
with accuracy of 0.01 kg), height (Sanny stadiometer with accuracy of 0.001 m), and skinfold 
thickness [chest, abdomen, thigh, triceps, subscapular, supra iliac, and axillary (scientific 
adipometer – Cescorf®)]. All measurements were performed in accordance with the 
International Society for the Advancement of Kinanthropometry (20). Body density was 
estimated from the Jackson and Pollock equation (14). Body fat was estimated with the Siri 
equation (26). Lean mass and fat mass were obtained in proportion to body mass.  BJJ Matches 
The two BJJ matches were performed against the same opponents (based on weight 
categories) at the same training facility. All subjects arrived at the facility about 1 hr before 
their fights commenced. After a standardized warm-up (5 min of general stretching, 10 min of 
general aerobic exercise performed at low to moderate intensity, and BJJ technique 
exercises), the first match was performed. The second match occurred 48 hrs later. Both 
matches had a total duration of 8 min and were conducted using BJJ Confederation rules 
(14). To ensure each match lasted 8 min, the match was not stopped even when a 
submission took place. Consequently, it was not possible to determine winners or losers. 
Coaches were present to provide guidance, technical advice, and encouragement. To 
provide further motivation and aid in replicating actual competition, spectators were allowed 
to cheer for each athlete. Between the first and second matches, subjects were informed to 
not engage in any type of training and to maintain their normal diet, sleep, and daily routines. 
 Blood Sampling and Lactate Analysis 
Blood sample volumes of 25-microliters were collected from the subjects’ earlobes (after a 
small incision was made with a commercial lancet) and immediately stored in a 2% NaF 
solution at approximately 2 ºC. The samples were analyzed in the Yellow Springs Sport 1500 
device (Yellow Springs CO, USA). Samples were obtained at rest, immediately after the 
warm-up, and at 1, 5, and 10 min after each match. 
 Statistical Analyses 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied to test for normality, which indicated normal data 
distribution. The blood lactate responses across each match were assessed using a repeated 



 
measures analysis of variance and the Tukey post hoc test.  To assess for blood lactate 
differences (at the same moments) between each match, a paired Student t-test was used. 
The lactate relationships at each moment were examined using Pearson correlations. For all 
analyses, the significance level was set at P≤0.05. Data were analyzed using the statistical 
package Instat® and are presented as means and standard deviations. 
RESULTS 
 The anthropometric profile of the BJJ athletes (n = 21) are shown in Table 1. There was a 
significant increase in blood lactate concentration after both matches as compared to pre-
values (Peak values: Match 1, 10.1 ± 1.7 mmol·L-1 and Match 2, = 9.6 ± 0.9 mmol·L-1). 
However, no significant difference in blood lactate concentration was detected for the same 
moments across both matches (Figure 1). 
 Table 1.  Anthropometric and Body Composition to Characterize the Sample. 

Age 
(yrs) 

Height 
(m) 

Weight 
(kg) 

BMI 
(kg·m-2) 

BF 
(%) 

LM 
(kg) 

BF 
(kg) 

Mean 28.33 1.75 78.07 25.37 14.29 66.75 11.31 
SD 6.45 0.07 9.40 2.41 4.79 7.65 4.47 

SD = Standard Deviation; BMI = Body Mass Index; BF = Body Fat; LM = Lean Mass 

Figure 1. Blood Lactate Responses Before and After the 2 Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Matches. 
#Significantly different from the rest values for Match 1 and Match 2. *Significantly different 
from the warm-up values for Match 1 and Match 2. W-up = warm-up 



A moderate and significant correlation was detected between blood lactate levels before the 
BJJ matches (Figure 2A). There were significant but weak correlations in blood lactate 
responses at 1, 5, and 10 min post-match for both matches (see Figure 2B, 2C, and 2D). 

Figure 2. Correlations Between the Blood Lactate Responses to the 2 Brazilian Jiu-
Jitsu Matches. 2A = warm-up; 2B = 1 min post-match; 2C = 5 min post-match and 2D = 10 
min post-match.  
DISCUSSION 
 The purpose of this study was to investigate blood lactate responses after two BJJ training 
matches and assess the reproducibility of the lactate changes. The main results are a similar 
mean (peak) lactate concentration for both training matches and significant correlations 
between the lactate responses to the BJJ matches. Moreover, it seems that the training 
matches were predominantly anaerobic, given that the blood lactate concentration was 
considerably higher than the anaerobic threshold (4 mmol·L-1) (13). 
The study results are comparable to other combat sports. In Judo, for instance, Thomas and 
colleagues (27) reported similar lactate responses to 3 simulated matches (9.87 ± 2.01; 9.79 



 
± 2.10; 9.27 ± 1.38 mmol·L-1). In addition, Sbriccoli et al. (24) monitored a group of Olympic 
athletes during 5 min of Judo matches and reported a lactate peak of 10.3 ± 2.6 mmol·L-1 
after the match. Franchini et al. (11) also compared the effect of active and passive recovery 
on blood lactate kinetics after Judo matches. These authors showed lower peak lactate value 
at 10 min of active recovery when compared to passive recovery (8.09 ± 3.94 vs. 9.92 ± 4.77 
mmol·L-1, respectively).  
In the present study, the lactate concentration after 10 min of passive recovery was lower 
(7.5 mmol·L-1) and the peak value (10 mmol·L-1) was reached at the first min post the BJJ 
match. The peak lactate values reported by Sbriccoli et al. (24) also occurred immediately 
after the Judo match. The blood lactate concentrations are consistent with other BJJ studies 
after a simulated fight (2,10). Pereira et al. (22) reported lactate values as high as 14.2 ± 5.9 
mmol·L-1 after the completion of specific bouts of the BJJ. In general, lactate concentrations 
have been found to be in the range of 13.23 mmol·L-1 or greater (e.g., 20.0 mmol·L-1) after 
wrestling matches (4,19) compared to Judo (11) and BJJ (2,10).  
One possible explanation for the discrepancies between the cited studies may be the 
competitive level of the subjects tested. The study conducted by Sbriccoli et al. (24) was 
conducted on Olympic athletes and the other studies were conducted with athletes 
participating a lower competitive level, with each likely to exhibit differing levels of aerobic 
and anaerobic fitness that could subsequently influence lactate production and removal. In 
support of this, Degoutte et al. (8) examined the lactate response to simulated Judo matches 
(5 min) in a group of regional-level athletes. The authors observed a much higher lactate 
concentration (12.3 ± 1.8 mmol·L-1) than the previous investigations.  
Differences in methodological procedures may limit comparisons across studies. As an 
example, Degoutte et al. (8) measured lactate from venous plasma samples and the other 
studies employed lactate measurements from arterial blood. Moreover, the only measure of 
lactate was performed at 3 min post-match, which does not allow interpretation of lactate 
removal during the recovery period. The study by Bonitch-Dominguez et al. (5) analyzed thelactate response of 11 athletes during 4 matches (5 min duration each) interspersed with 15
min of passive recovery. Interestingly, a higher lactate concentration was detected in the first 
match, as compared to the fourth match (14.6 vs. 12.6 ± 3.5 mmol·L-1, respectively, P˂0.05). 
Nevertheless, it appears that the overall lactate response patterns observed in Judo (5,11,27)
are similar to the findings reported herein. Based on the large and consistent lactate changes 
in this study, it is reasonable to speculate that BJJ matches require a significant contribution 
of the glycolytic pathway to address the high energy demand.  
It is important to acknowledge that the current study, along with previous studies in this area, 
were conducted using simulated competition. It is possible that official matches may impose 
greater physiological strain and thereby elicit greater lactate responses. In fact, Sikorski and 
Mickiewicz (25) reported a higher peak lactate response in Polish elite athletes during official 
competition (16.2 ± 2.6). Moreira et al. (21) reported greater cortisol release after official 
matches when compared to training matches, further indicating greater psychological and 
physiological demands during official competition. The profiling of lactate and other variables(e.g., stress hormones, heart rate, and perceived exertion) across both training and official
matches may provide useful information for trainers and coaches, such as setting simulated 
intensities to mimic actual match demands or as a measure of training adaptability.    



There were weak correlations between the lactate responses to the BJJ matches, indicating 
similar individual responses against the same opponents in matches of identical duration. 
However, these responses are likely to vary in actual competition, due to the unpredictability 
of combat sports and differences in match durations. One may expect different offensive and 
defensive strategies to be employed against an opponent, especially when competing against 
the same individual in successive matches, thereby resulting in different physiological 
responses. This could explain the weaker post-match correlations. Also, it highlights the need 
to consider several variables under different competitive conditions to accurately quantify the 
physiological changes. 
CONCLUSIONS 
High peak blood lactate concentrations of similar magnitude were detected after the BJJ 
matches, which indicates a strong contribution of glycolytic metabolism as a relevant energy 
source. The lactate responses to each match were also correlated, thereby suggesting 
similar individual responses across successive BJJ matches of equal duration. Further 
studies are needed to profile lactate kinetics and other variables (e.g., stress hormones, heart 
rate, and perceived exertion) across official and training matches.  
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